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REPORT TO COLNE AND DISTRICT COMMITTEE 7th JUNE, 2018  
 
Application Ref: 18/0199/OUT  
 
Proposal: Outline: Major: Residential development of land 0.25ha for ten dwelling houses (Access 
only). 
  
At: Land to the North West of Laneshaw Bridge Methodist Church, Keighley Road, Laneshaw 
Bridge. 
 
On behalf of: John Kay 
 
Date Registered: 21 March 2018 
 
Expiry Date: 20 June 2018  
 
Case Officer: Kathryn Hughes 

 
Site Description and Proposal 
 

Outline planning permission is sought (access only) for the erection of 10 dwelling houses on land 
to the north west of the Methodist Church in Colne. The site is located within the settlement 
boundary and of no special designation in the Local Plan. 
 
The proposal is for access only off Keighley Road. Whilst an indicative layout plan has been 
submitted consideration of details such as appearance, landscaping, layout and scale are reserved 
at this stage and will be subject to a future application should outline permission be granted.  

 
Relevant Planning History 
 
17/0726/FUL – Full: formation of new access from Keighley Road and parking area to serve 
existing Church – Approved 24th January, 2018. 
 

Consultee Response 
 

LCC Highways – Further to our response dated 17 April 2018, and our conversation on 24 April, 
regarding the above outline planning application for access only, please find below our further 
comments. 
  
The developer should provide an amended plan with amended visibility splays of 2.4 x 43m in both 
directions. As the visibility splay to the east of the access is not wholly within the adopted highway 
no structure or vegetation more than 0.9m in height above the crown level of Keighley Road 
should be allowed within this splay in perpetuity. A condition should be applied to protect this 
visibility splay.  
 
The amended plan should also provide a carriageway width of a minimum 5.5m for a minimum 
distance of 10m into the site to allow vehicles to pull clear when entering from Keighley Road. 2m 
wide footways on both sides should also be provided and include the further following features, as 
appropriate.  
 
The formation of the new vehicle access from Keighley Road to the development site would need 
to be carried out under a legal agreement (Section 278) with Lancashire County Council as the 
highway authority. Works should include, but not be exclusive to, the construction of the access to 
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an appropriate standard, including a minimum width of 5.5m for a distance of 10m into the site, 6m 
radius kerbs, tactile paved pedestrian crossings, a street lighting assessment and the re-location of 
any highway gullies affected by the creation of the new access.  
 
As this site has a low sustainability score, with limited access to local amenities and facilities, 
improvements to the bus stops outside the Emmott Arms pub and on Keighley Road opposite 
Kingsley Road - to include DDA compliant bus border kerbs – would be necessary to improve the 
site's sustainability and maximise potential usage. These improvement works would need to be 
carried out under a legal agreement (Section 278) with Lancashire County Council.  
 
Given the site's location immediately adjacent to a pedestrian crossing, together with the limited 
on-road parking available in the vicinity, the developer should submit a construction method 
statement prior to the start of any works on site.  
 
As Keighley Road is classed as a strategic route and the development site is close to the primary 
school on Emmott Lane we would ask that a condition is applied restricting the times of deliveries 
to ensure there is no conflict with traffic, both vehicular and pedestrian, at peak times.  
 
If the local planning authority is minded to approve this application we ask that conditions are 
attached to any grant of permission relating to off-site highway works, internal estate road to 
adoptable standards, management and management of estate road, construction method 
statement and visibility splays. 
 

LCC Education – No contribution required. 
 
LLFA – Comments awaited. 
 
Natural England – No comments. 
 
United Utilities  
 
Laneshaw Bridge Parish Council – There are currently only four parish councillors and three of us 
have, to a greater or lesser degree, a pecuniary interest in the site.  Consequently it is not possible 
to give an official response.  At the last meeting approximately thirty village residents attended and 
nearly all of them expressed their opposition to the proposed site and indeed any development 
which exacerbates the already congested and often dangerous junctions of School Lane and 
Emmott Lane with Keighley Road.  There are a number of cars which speed along this section with 
frequent accidents and mishaps on this section of the road at present.  
 

Public Response 
 

Site and press notices posted and nearest neighbours notified by letter. A total of 43 
letters/emails/web comments received objecting on the following grounds:  
 

 A conservatory has been omitted from the site layout and the visibility splay; 

 The applicant has recently been granted planning permission to create a car park to serve 

the existing chapel; 

 The site layout suggest 11 houses and the plans to convert the chapel would bring the total 

to 13; 

 Access from and to this site is very dangerous with a blind bend and in close proximity to 

the puffin crossing.  Traffic speeds through the village and heavy plant use this to gain 

access on to the M65; 
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 The visibility splay is not adequate enough; 

 Parking is already a huge issue in the village with on road parking; 

 This development covers both overdevelopment and garden grabbling being effectively the 

village green with cottages surrounding the park and playing fields; 

 New build properties would be out of character for the area; 

 The development will cause noise and loss of gardens for the residents as well as being 

overlooked and loss of privacy; 

 It is said that there is no right to a view – but the enjoyment of the view is an important part 

of residential amenity and has been for over 100 years for these properties.  The view from 

the park and playing fields will be adversely affected if this plan goes ahead; 

 There are no amenities in the village only one pub and no shops or community centre; 

 The visibility splay cuts across my front garden and I have no intention of giving up my 

rights to put whatever I want in my front garden; 

 No provision for visitor parking would result in parking on the main road where resident 

parking is already at a premium; 

 In wintery conditions residents park on Keighley Road overnight; 

 Although there is a speed camera near the Emmott Arms drivers speed up at the blind bend 

and can travel in excess of 50mph; 

 The applicant does not have vacant possession of the land; 

 The proposed development is to be built over a public footpath which villagers and school 

children have used for years; 

 Drainage problems; 

 Lack of light and open space; 

 Down valuation of existing properties; and 

 The Pennine Ecological report recommended that removal of any trees and shrubs should 

take place outside of the breeding season – I am dismayed that the developer has removed 

the trees with a mechanical digger. 

Policy  
 
The starting point for consideration of any planning application is the development plan. Policies 
which are up to date and which conform to the provisions of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (the Framework) must be given full weight in the decision making process. Other 
material considerations may then be set against the Local plan policies so far as they are relevant.  
 
The Framework states that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement 
of sustainable development. It states that there are three dimensions to sustainable development: 
economic, social and environmental. The policies in paragraphs 18 to 219 of the Framework, taken 
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as a whole, constitute the Government’s view of what sustainable development in England means 
in practice for the planning system.  
 
Local Plan Part 1: Core Strategy  
 
The following Local Plan policies are relevant to this application:  
 
Policy ENV1 requires developments to make a positive contribution to the protection, 
enhancement, conservation and interpretation of our natural and historic environments.  
 
Policy ENV2 identifies the need to protect and enhance the heritage and character of the Borough 
and quality of life for its residents by encouraging high standards of quality and design in new 
development. It states that siting and design should be in scale and harmony with its surroundings.  
 
Policy ENV4 advises that development should have regard to the potential impacts they may 
cause to the highway network. Where these impacts are severe, permission should be refused.  
 
Policy ENV7 does not allow development where it would be at risk of flooding and appropriate 
flood alleviation measures will be provided and/or would increase the risk of flooding elsewhere.  
 
Policy LIV1 sets out the housing requirements for 2011 to 2030 and how this will be delivered.  
 
Policy LIV3 provided guidance on the housing needs in order to provide a range of residential 
accommodation.  
 
Policy LIV4 sets out the targets and thresholds required to contribute towards the provision of 
affordable housing.  
 
Policy LIV5 requires all new housing to be designed and built in a sustainable way. New 
development should make the most efficient use of land and built at a density appropriate to their 
location taking account of townscape and landscape character. Provision for open space and/or 
green infrastructure should be made in all new housing developments.  
 
The following saved Replacement Pendle Local Plan policies are also relevant here: 
 
Policy 31 – Parking sets out the requirements for on-site parking for housing developments. 
National Planning Policy Framework  
 
In national terms the National Planning Policy Framework ("the Framework") provides guidance on 
housing requirements, design and sustainable development.  
 
Of particular relevance to this proposal, seeking approval of access only, is paragraph 32. This 
states that planning decision should take account of whether safe and suitable access can be 
achieved for all people. Development should only be refused where residual cumulative impacts of 
the development are severe.  
 

Officer Comments 
 

The primary issues for consideration in this proposal are highway safety, trees, ecology and 
drainage. Matters of appearance, layout, landscaping and scale are reserved at this stage. 
Indicative plans have been provided, however detailed analysis of these would be assessed as 
part of any future submission.  
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1. Principle of Housing  

The site is located within the settlement boundary. Policy LIV1 of the Plan states that to encourage 
the delivery of housing, proposals for new development will be supported on non-allocated sites 
within a settlement boundary where they are sustainable.  
 
In this instance the site is within a short distance of facilities within Laneshaw Bridge which include 
public houses and a primary school.  The mainline bus services run along Keighley Road to Colne 
and Keighley which provide a larger range of services. 
 
In light of these factors, the location of the site is sustainable in principle and the provision of new 
housing in line with the requirements of Policy LIV1. This position is however subject to site 
specific assessments, which are detailed below.  
 

The primary issues for consideration in this proposal are highway safety, trees, ecology and 
drainage. Matters of appearance, layout, landscaping and scale are reserved at this stage. 
Indicative plans have been provided, however detailed analysis of these would be assessed as 
part of any future submission.  
 
There is a requirement for 20% affordable housing on the site. 
 

2. Highway Safety  

A single site access is proposed from Keighley Road which is an adopted highway. 
 
The test for whether as development is or is not acceptable in highway terms is whether the 
development would lead to a cumulative severe highway impact. The development would be 
served off the main road which is a 6m wide highway.  
 
The proposed visibility splays are acceptable.  There is a small section of pier which protrudes into 
the splay from No. 6 Keighley Road but this is limited in impact and does not make the access on 
its own dangerous. The horizontal and vertical alignment of the access is acceptable and there are 
no other physical constraints that would lead to the conclusion that this access is dangerous. 
 
The development would lead to a limited amount of extra traffic using the highway. This would 
have no material impact on overall traffic flows. 
 
On-site parking should be provided in line with the requirements of policy 31 and secured bicycle 
storage provided as well as electric vehicle charging points. This can be achieved at the reserved 
matters stage. 
 
Footways will be required either side of the access which will allow for safe pedestrian movement 
to the footways on the public highway. 
 
The limited scaled of the development and the low level of impact on the highway would not justify 
the provision of the new highway infrastructure set out by LCC. The legal test is that such 
contributions must be necessary to make the development acceptable which in this case they 
would not be. 
 
LCC have asked for a condition to require details of construction times and how the development 
would be carried out. This is an appropriate condition to attach. 
 
Overall the development would have a limited impact on the highway network. It would not be 
severe and as such the development complies with the requirements of the National Planning 
Policy Framework. 
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3. Drainage and Flood Risk  

Comments are awaited from the Lead Local Flood Authority and subject to no objections to the 
proposal and appropriate conditions requiring more details to be submitted at reserved matters 
stage this would accord with paragraph 103 of the Framework and paragraph 80 of the National 
Planning Practice Guidance.  
 
The details submitted are sufficient to satisfy the requirements above as well as those of Policy 
ENV7.  
 

4. Ecology  

An initial ecological assessment has been submitted as part of the application.  
 
The assessment advises that further surveys are not required and that the ecology significance is 
low. 
 
Some vegetation has been removed from the site. That does not require any consent from Pendle. 
A landscaping conditions would require and future development to be suitably landscaped. 
 
The development thereby accords with Policy ENV1.  
 
5. Other issues 

Comments have been made regarding house values, loss of views, impact on privacy and 
overdevelopment of the site. House values and loss of private views are not material planning 
considerations and as the proposal is  in outline then any impact on privacy or considerations of 
overdevelopment fall to be considered at the Reserved Matters stage. 
 
The issue of the existing church was also raised in terms of its existing and potential future uses.  
As this site lies outside of the application red edge any proposed use does not form part of this 
application process.  
  
Comments have been made regarding the site being a village green and querying ownership. 
There is no evidence that disputes the applicant’s ownership. The site is not a registered village 
green and as there is now a planning application for its development it cannot now be registered 
as one.  As with the ownership issue there is no evidence that a right of way exists through the 
site. That needs to be established separately and is not a matter that can be considered through 
this planning application.    
 
There is public footpath adjacent to the site which would not be affected by the proposed 
development. 
 

There is a requirement for 20% affordable housing on the site and the applicant has been made 
aware of this. 
 
6. Summary  

The proposed outline scheme for up to 10 dwelling houses in acceptable in terms of housing 
requirements, highway safety, trees and ecology. Comments are awaited on  the drainage 
scheme. 
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RECOMMENDATION: Delegate Grant Consent 
  
Subject to the following conditions:  
 
1. An application for approval of the reserved matters (namely the appearance, landscaping, 
 layout and scale of the site) shall be submitted in writing to the Local Planning Authority 
 before the expiration of three years from the date of this permission and the development 
 hereby permitted must be begun two years from the date of approval of the last of the 
 reserved matters to be approved.  
 

Reason: This condition is required to be imposed by the provisions of Article 3 (1) of the 
Town and Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order 1995 and Section 92 
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.  

 
2.  Details of the appearance, landscaping, layout and scale (hereinafter called the 'reserved 

matters') shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority before 
any development begins and the development shall be carried out as approved.  

  
Reason: In order to comply with the requirements of Section 92 of the Town & Country 
Planning Act 1990.  

 
3.  The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following 

approved plans:  
  
 ADM18/12/02 & ADM/18/12/01A. 
 

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.  
 
4.  Prior to commencement of development, a plan and written-brief detailing the proposed 

phasing of the site shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority. Development shall not commence unless and until the scheme has 
been submitted and approved. Such detailing shall include details of the works involved in 
each phase and how each phase is to be completed in terms of the completion of roads, 
building operations, foul and surface water sewers and landscaping, and each phase shall 
be substantially completed before the next successive phase of the development is 
commenced. The approved scheme shall thereafter be carried out in strict accordance with 
the plan and brief.  

 
Reason: To secure the proper development of the site in an orderly manner.  

 
5. The development shall not begin until a scheme for the provision of affordable housing as 
 part of the development has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
 Planning Authority. The affordable housing shall be provided in accordance with the 
 approved scheme and shall meet the definition of affordable housing in the National 
 Planning Policy Framework or any future guidance that replaces it. The scheme shall 
 include: 
 
 i) the numbers, type, tenure and location on the site of the affordable housing provision to 
 be made which shall consist of not less than X% of housing units/bed spaces; 
 ii) the timing of the construction of the affordable housing and its phasing in relation to the 
 occupancy of the market housing; 
 iii) the arrangements for the transfer of the affordable housing to an affordable housing 
 provider [ or the management of the affordable housing] (if no RSL involved); 
 iv) the arrangements to ensure that such provision is affordable for both first and 
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 subsequent occupiers of the affordable housing; and 
 v) the occupancy criteria to be used for determining the identity of occupiers of the 
 affordable housing and the means by which such occupancy criteria shall be enforced. 

 
Reason: To ensure the provision of a mix of tenure on the site appropriate for the 
requirements of the area.  

 
6. Prior to the commencement of development the applicant shall have submitted to and have 

agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority a method statement which sets out in 
detail the method, standards and timing for the investigation and subsequent remediation of 
any contamination which may be present on site. The method statement shall detail how:-  

 
a) an investigation and assessment to identify the types, nature and extent of land 
contamination affecting the application site together with the risks to receptors and potential 
for migration within and beyond the site will be carried out by an appropriately qualified 
geotechnical professional (in accordance with a methodology for investigations and 
assessments which shall comply with BS 10175:2001) will be carried out and the method of 
reporting this to the Local Planning Authority; and  

 
b) A comprehensive remediation scheme which shall include an implementation timetable, 
details of future monitoring and a verification methodology (which shall include a sampling 
and analysis programme to confirm the adequacy of land decontamination) will be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  

 
All agreed remediation measures shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the 
approved implementation timetable under the supervision of a geotechnical professional 
and shall be completed in full accordance with the agreed measures and timings, unless 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  

 
In addition, prior to commencing construction of any building, the developer shall first submit 
to and obtain written approval from the Local Planning Authority a report to confirm that all 
the agreed remediation measures have been carried out fully in accordance with the agreed 
details, providing results of the verification programme of post-remediation sampling and 
monitoring and including future monitoring proposals for the site.  

 
Reason: In order to protect the health of the occupants of the new development and/or in 
order to prevent contamination of the controlled waters.  

 
7. No part of the development shall be commenced unless and until a Construction Code-of-

Practice method statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority. The code shall include details of the measures envisaged during 
construction to manage and mitigate the main environmental effects of the relevant phase 
of the development. The submitted details shall include within its scope but not be limited to:  
a) A programme of works including phasing, hours of operation and measures for the 
control of traffic to and from the site, and within the site, during construction.  
b) The areas and methods of loading and unloading of plant and materials.  
c) The areas for the storage of plant and materials.  
e) Details, including likely vibration and noise levels at site boundaries, of the piling 
operations.  
h) Location and details of site compounds  
i) An overall Construction Monitoring programme, to include reporting mechanisms and 
appropriate redress if targets/standards breached  
j) Noise-monitoring to be carried out for the construction period.  
k) Parking area(s) for construction traffic and personnel  
l) Details of the provision and use of wheel washing on the site  
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m) Site security 
 

The Construction Code-of-Practice should be compiled in a coherent and integrated 
document and should be accessible to the site manager(s), all contractors and sub-
contractors working on site. As a single point of reference for site environment 
management, the CCP should incorporate all agreed method statements, such as the Site 
Waste Management Plan and Demolition Method Statement. All works agreed as part of the 
plan shall be implemented during an agreed timescale and where appropriate maintained 
as such thereafter unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  

 
Reason: To ensure that adequate measures are in place to protect the environment during 
the construction phase(s).  

 
8. No development shall commence unless and until all the site access and all off-site highway 

works to have been constructed in accordance with a scheme which shall be submitted to 
and approved by the Local Planning Authority. Off-site highway works shall include 
improvements to the bus stops outside the Emmott Arms pub and on Keighley Road 
opposite Kingsley Road, to include DDA compliant bus border kerbs. These works shall be 
implemented before first occupation of any dwelling.   

 
Reason: To enable all traffic to enter and leave the premises in a safe manner without 
causing a hazard to other road users.  

 
9. The new estate road shall be constructed in accordance with the Lancashire County 

Council Specification for Construction of Estate Roads to at least base course level to each 
plot before any development commences on that plot. The final wearing course shall be 
completed to each plot within 2 years of the substantial completion of each plot or within 
one week of the substantial completion of the final house on site whichever shall occur first 
unless another timescale is agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. If an 
alternative timescale is agreed the completion of the highway shall be undertaken in strict 
accordance with the agreed timescale.  

 
Reason: To ensure that satisfactory access is provided to the site before construction of the 
development hereby permitted commences.  
 

10 The access shall be constructed so that there is clear visibility from a point 1.05 metres 
above ground level at the centre of the access 2.4m distant from the adjoining edge of 
carriageway, to points 1.05 metres above ground level at edge of the adjoining carriageway 
and 43m distant in each direction measured from the centre of the access along the 
nearside adjoining edge of carriageway prior to the commencement of any other works on 
site and thereafter shall be permanently retained.  

 
Reason: In order to ensure satisfactory visibility splays are provided in the interests of 
highway safety.  

 
11.  Prior to first occupation each dwelling shall have an electric vehicle charging point. 
 

Reason:  To ensure that the development provides for sustainable modes of travel. 

12.  Before a dwelling unit is occupied waste containers shall be provided on each plot.  
 

 Reason: To ensure adequate provision for the storage and disposal of waste.  
 

13. As part of any reserved matters application and prior to the commencement of any 
development the following details shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the 
Local Planning Authority. 
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Surface water drainage scheme which as a minimum shall include: 

 
a) Information about the lifetime of the development design storm period and 
intensity (1 in 30 & 1 in 100 year + allowance for climate change – see EA 
advice https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-
changeallowances),discharge rates and volumes (both pre and post 
development),temporary storage facilities, means of access for maintenance and 
easements where applicable, the methods employed to delay and control surface water 
discharged from the site, and the measures taken to prevent flooding and pollution of the 
receiving groundwater and/or surface waters, including watercourses, and details of flood 
levels in AOD; 

 
b) The drainage scheme should demonstrate that surface water run-off must not exceed the 
existing pre-development runoff rate for the corresponding rainfall event. The scheme shall 
subsequently be implemented in accordance with the approved details before the 
development is completed. 

 
c) Any works required on or off-site to ensure the adequate discharge of surface water 
without causing flooding or pollution (which should include the 
refurbishment or removal of any existing watercourses, culverts, headwalls or 
unused culverts where relevant); 

 
d) Flood water exceedance routes, both on and off site; 

 
e) A timetable for implementation, including phasing where applicable; 

 
f) Site investigation and test results to confirm infiltrations rates. If infiltration is 
shown to be a viable option for the disposal of surface water, then this should 
then be used as the primary method for disposing of surface water from the 
site. Disposal via an ordinary watercourse will only be considered where 
infiltration is proved to be unsuitable. 

 
g) Details of water quality controls, where applicable. 

 
The scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to first 
occupation of any of the approved dwellings, or completion of the development, whichever 
is the sooner. Thereafter the drainage system shall be retained, managed and maintained in 
accordance with the approved details. 

 
Reason: To ensure that the proposed development can be adequately drained, that there is 
no flood risk on or off the site resulting from the proposed development and that water 
quality is not detrimentally impacted by the development proposal 

 

 Notes  
 1. The grant of planning permission will require the applicant to enter into an appropriate 
 legal agreement (Section 278), with Lancashire County Council as the Highway Authority 
 prior to the start of any development. The applicant should be advised to contact the county 
 council for further information by telephoning the Development Support Section (Area East) 
 on 0300 123 6780 or email developeras@lancashire.gov.uk in the first instance to ascertain 
 the details of such an agreement and the information to be provided, quoting the relevant 
 planning application reference number.  
 
 2. This consent does not give approval to a connection being made to Lancashire County 
 Council's highway drainage system.  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-
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Application Ref: 18/0199/OUT  
 
Proposal: Outline: Major: Residential development of land 0.25ha for ten dwelling houses (Access 
only). 
  
At: Land to the North West of Laneshaw Bridge Methodist Church, Keighley Road, Laneshaw 
Bridge. 
 
On behalf of: John Kay 
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REPORT TO COLNE AND DISTRICT COMMITTEE 07 JUNE 2018 
 
Application Ref:       18/0298/FUL 
 
Proposal: Full: Change of use from Office (A2 Financial and Professional Services) to 

Gymnasium (D2 Assembly and Leisure). 
 
At: Jobcentre, 80-82 Market Street, Colne 
 
On behalf of: PEARL 1 Ltd 
 
Date Registered: 02/05/2018 
 
Expiry Date: 27/06/2018 
 
Case Officer: Alex Cameron 
 
This application is brought to Committee at the request of a Councillor. 
 

Site Description and Proposal 
 
The property is a vacant former jobcentre located within Colne Town Centre. To the west are retail 
units, to the south is a car park associated with the building and Colne Health Centre, to the east 
are commercial premises and to the north is the Union Exchange public house. 
 
The proposed development is the change of use of the building to a gymnasium (Use Class D2 – 
Assembly and Leisure). No external changes are proposed to the building. 

 
Relevant Planning History 
 
None. 

 
Consultee Response 
 
LCC Highways 
 
Lancashire Constabulary 
 
Colne Town Council – Support this change of use. 

 
Public Response 
 
Nearest neighbours notified – No response  

 
Officer Comments 
 
Policy 
 
Pendle Local Plan Part 1: Core Strategy (LPP1) 
 
Policy WRK4 (Retailing and Town Centres) states that main town centre uses should follow a 
sequential approach with town and local shopping centres being the first order of priority. 
 
Policy WRK5 (Tourism, Leisure and Culture) - New development aimed at attracting people into 
our towns will be expected to comply with a sequential approach, which prioritises sites and 
premises that are located alongside an existing, or complementary, use. 
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Policy ENV4 (Promoting Sustainable Travel) requires new development to have regard to potential 
impacts that may be caused on the highway network. Where residual cumulative impacts cannot 
be mitigated, permission should be refused. 
 
Replacement Pendle Local Plan (RPLP) 
 
Policy 31 (Parking) requires that new developments provide parking in line with the levels set out 
in Appendix 1 of the RPLP.  
 
Principle of the development 
 
The property is located within Colne town centre and is not within a protected shopping frontage. 
The proposed use is a main town centre use that should be directed towards town centres where 
possible and is therefore an appropriate use within a town centre. 
 
The proposed use is therefore acceptable in accordance with policies WRK4 and WRK5. 
 
Amenity 
 
The nearest residential properties are approximately 30m from the building on Newtown Street. 
The proposed use would not result in any unacceptable impacts upon these are any other 
residential properties. 
 
Highways 
 
The car parking standards in the Replacement Pendle Local Plan specify 16-21 car parking 
spaces for a leisure use of this type. There is an existing 20 space car park to the rear of the site. 
The existing car park would provide an acceptable level parking provision for the use and its 
access is acceptable in terms of highway safety in accordance with Policies 31 and ENV4. 
 
Summary 
 
The proposed change of use of the building to a gymnasium is acceptable in this town centre 
location and would raise no unacceptable amenity or highway safety impacts. The application is 
therefore recommended for approval. 

 
Reason for Decision 
 
Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that applications be 
determined in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise. The proposed use is acceptable in accordance with the policies of the Pendle Local 
Plan Part 1: Core Strategy and saved policies of the Replacement Pendle Local Plan. The 
development therefore complies with the development plan. There is a positive presumption in 
favour of approving the development and there are no material reasons to object to the application. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Approve 

 
Subject to the following conditions: 
 
 1. The proposed development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three 

years from the date of this permission. 
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Reason: Required to be imposed by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990, as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004. 

 
 2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the following 

approved plans: Site Location Plan, Site Layout Plan, 1930/01. 
 

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning. 
 

3. The use hereby approved shall not commence unless and until a car park layout plan has 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and the car park 
has been marked out in accordance with the approved layout plan and made available for 
use. The car parking spaces and manoeuvring areas shall thereafter at all times be 
maintained free from obstruction and available for staff and customer car parking purposes. 

 
 Reason: To ensure that an adequate level of car parking is provided and maintained.  
 
 

 
 
 
Application Ref:       18/0298/FUL 
 
Proposal: Full: Change of use from Office (A2 Financial and Professional Services) to 

Gymnasium (D2 Assembly and Leisure). 
 
At: Jobcentre, 80-82 Market Street, Colne 
 
On behalf of: PEARL 1 Ltd 
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